EE & CpE Majors

**Approved ENT Enterprise Modules**

4/18/18

**List of Enterprise Modules approved for use by EE & CpE majors for:**

**3 semester option** Take module along with either ENT3960 or ENT4950.

Pre-Requisite:

- Fall ENT 3959  Six Sigma I
- Fall ENT 2961  Teaming in Enterprise (2 credits)
- Fall ENT3982  Continuous Improvement Using Lean Principles
- Spg ENT 2962  Communication Contexts
- Spg ENT 3963  Technology and Commercialization  JR, SR
- Spg ENT 3966  Design for Manufacturing  JR, SR
- Spg ENT 3967  Six Sigma II  not FR
- Spg ENT 3971  Seven Habits of Highly Effective People  JR, SR
- Spg ENT 4951  Business Plans & Budgeting  JR, SR

*** Check catalog for pre-requisite, semester offerings and other requirements. ***  Plan ahead.

Take module along with either ENT3960 or ENT4950. (ensures you meet graduation requirements)

Approved modules for meeting engineering design project requirements with *three-semester enterprise option*:

EE3901 (2) Design Fundamentals: required for all EE and CpE majors who began Summer 2010 & later:

Take EE3901 in Spring semester along with ENT3960 or ENT4950.